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It’s hard to box up Ee Shaun’s art. Sure, you could
paste any number of easy labels on it – ‘abstract,
non-conceptual naïve art’, or ‘pop cartoons’, but that
does justice neither to the sense of whimsy and play
that pervades his work, nor to the sheer bounce of his
bright palettes and the plasticine-meets-psychedelia
dreamshapes that he favours.
Over the past decade, other Singaporean artists
have set up camp in what we might term the sphere
of kawaii/cute pop art – here one thinks of the likes of
Yellow Mushmellow. It’s important to note, though, that
in that period between when Ee Shaun first started
painting and operating out of a MAAD (Market of Artists
and Designers) stall circa 2004-06, he found himself
pretty much alone. In that respect, he helped to set the
stage for artists drawn to the kooky and childlike as a
mode of expression.
This isn’t to say that Ee Shaun only deals in happyclappy art. Look harder and you’ll see that within his
oeuvre are works that fall into the realm of sociopolitical comment – the kicking, squirming, scrumlocked xenophobes of ‘Residents Only’ (2014), his
po-faced Singa the Courtesy Lion or ‘Girl or Boy – Two
Will Never Be Enough’ (2012 and 2013, for Campaign
City: Life in Posters), the latter with its wide-eyed family
of twelve (and the knowing, possibly-autobiographical
wink in the dark eyebags under the eyes of its sleepdeprived parents).
That difficult-to-pin-down quality of his art may
account in part for its chameleon-esque ability to be
equally at home endorsing commercial brands (Lacoste,
Adidas, Tiger), inhabiting public spaces (‘Move!’, for the
Bishan Circle Line Station) and promoting social causes
(Action for AIDS’ Let’s Be Positive roadshow, as well as
Pinkie, Pink Dot’s mascot).
And now, with LOOKING IN IS THE ONLY WAY OUT,
we’re seeing Ee Shaun’s art rounding a curve. His latest
works see him decisively striking out on a trajectory
that was up to this point incipient but backgrounded
in his art. It’s a risky move for him, artistically – where
much of what we might characterise as the ‘kooky’
first phase of his art made him immediately accessible
and appealing – with its renderings of faces clearly
marked by blissful delight or trepidation, he seems
to be continuing deeper into abstract territory, where
colour, composition and shapes serve as the vehicles for
emotion and meaning.
The question of what might account for this switch
in direction arises, almost inevitably. Ee Shaun points
to 2013’s ‘The Search For Happiness’, created for the
Open House (OH!) Marina Bay art walkabout, as a work
with great personal significance. ‘For me, that piece
represents a paradigm shift in terms of how I was
approaching art.’ Where he had been chary of art having
a direct message before, ‘The Search For Happiness’
constitutes a change in his willingness to let his art bear
a positive message.
Those positive messages are most detectable in the
titles of his pieces, that sound like what you might find

in a contemporary text on Buddhism or mindfulness, but
with Ee Shaun you know there’s a lot more going on. His
art is deceptively childlike, and far more cerebral than
people give him credit for. And so we need to look again,
and look a little deeper.
At a first glance, the shapes are the same, the
composition familiar – but what we might term the
elements of human action – the factory chimneys and
their cloudpuffs, the funnels and forlorn fingers and
paint spills and teardrops – these are gone, resolved
into bands of colour. The sense of haste and waste are
gone, transmuted into a second innocence.
These changes in Ee Shaun’s art parallel a mental
shift that he attributes to his meditation practice –
‘Where I used to get really caught up and consumed by
the things that I was reading and finding out about on
Facebook, for me, now, whatever happens happens. I’m
not so emotionally invested, and not as easily triggered
as I was before. Meditation’s definitely changed the way I
see things.’
It’s that mastery and ease of perspective shifting,
of ways of seeing - that really jumps up, when you look
at his exhibition it its totality. There are pieces which
feel like we’ve zoomed in on parts of his other artworks.
With other works, like ‘What’s done is finished’, there’s
a clarification of vision, a zooming out and defocusing.
It’s as if his gaze has become more versatile in its ability
to focus and unfocus at will. As if there’s a message in
there for us, somewhere.
Individually, Ee Shaun’s pieces are invitations to
play, to just for a little while get caught up in the gloops,
whorls, ridges and pleats of his shapes. To suspend that
side of me that needs to be serious, requires reasons,
demands explanations. It was an experience that I first
had back in 2010 with ‘Electric Boogaloo’–it resembled
a Buddhist mandala, with its radial balance, and the
sense that here was a representation of the world or the
cosmos – incredibly messy and in motion when seen up
close, but with its own beautiful sense of order when you
pull up and out and contemplate it from a great distance.
It is in likening Ee Shaun’s newest art to mandalas,
that we can perhaps most productively understand
the turn that his art is taking. As a carrier of positive
intention, as an expression of deep levels of the
unconscious, as a contemplative tool for the stilling of
what has been termed the monkey mind and for
experimenting with new ways of seeing – Ee Shaun’s
artworks check all of these boxes. This is art as the
contemplation of sheer magical possibility, the artwork
as a crystallisation of one set of potentialities, one
pearl in a string of infinite worlds.
And so, the entry points are still there into Ee
Shaun’s art. They’re a little harder to uncover, and call
for more work and more patience. Ultimately, though,
it’s precisely that need to look more carefully that
also makes his newer artworks more engaging and
much more rewarding to the viewer. It’s no longer art
as escape, but art as evolution, the commitment to
personal growth.

Dominic Chua
23 October 2015
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